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1. INTROPUCTION

This report describes an airborne geophysical survey flown for Cominco
Exploration by Aerodat Inc. (Aerodat) under a contract dated April 18,
1995. Principal geophysical sensors include a five—frequency
electromagnetic system and a high sensitivity cesium vapour magnetometer.
Ancillary equipment consists of a colour video tracking camera, a Global
Positioning (GPS) for navigation, a radar altimeter and a base station
magnetometer.

The COBB claims involve one claim block located near the Robert Campbell
Highway, 200 kilometres NW of Watson Lake, within NTS Reference Map
1OSG/7.

The flight line spacing is 300 m. The Aerodat Job Number is J9525. This
report is a version of that more extensive report supplied by Aerodat
(“Operational Report On a Combined Helicopter-borne Magnetic and

Electromagnetic Survey, Pelly Mountain Extension, Yukon Territory, for
Cominco Exploration” by Sandra A. Takata, Nov. 10, 1995), and describes
the survey, the data processing, data presen—tation and electromagnetic
anomaly selection.

2. SURVEY AREA

The survey area is located 200 kilometres NW of Watson Lake. The
airborne survey on the COBB claims involves a total of 76 line kms of a
larger AEM/Mag program.

Topography is shown on the 1:50,000 scale NTS map sheet listed above.
Local relief is generally rugged.
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The survey area is shown on the following index map that includes local
topography and latitude-longitude coordinates.

3. SURVEYPROCEDURES

The survey was completed in the period from July 22 to August 23, 1995
with the flying over the COBB claims involving only a small portion of
this time. Principal personnel are listed in Appendix II. Aircraft
ground speed is maintained at approx. 60 knots (30 metres per second)
The nominal EM sensor height is 30 metres (100 feet) , consistent with the
safety of the aircraft and crew.

A global positioning system (GPS) consisting of a Magnavox MX 9212
operated in differential mode guides aircraft navigation and flight line
control. Field processing of the differential GPS data in the field
utilizies a PC using software supplied by the manufacturer. One system
is installed in the survey helicopter. This involves mounting the
receiver antenna on the tail boom. A second system acts as the base
station.

The published NTS maps provide the UTM coordinates of the survey area
corners. These coordinates program the navigation system. A test flight
confirms if area coverage is correct. Thereafter, the navigation system
guides the pilot along the survey traverse lines marked on the
topographic map. The operator also enters manual fiducials over
prominent topographic features. Survey lines showing excessive deviation
are re—flown.

Aircraft position is registered by the navigation system. The operator
calibrates the geophysical systems at the start, middle (if required) and
end of every survey flight. During calibration the aircraft is flown
away from ground effects to record electro—magnetic zero levels.

4. PRESENTATION

A claim map of the COBB area is presented on a topo base, at a scale of
1:10,000. The EM and magnetic data are overlain for easy interpretation
in this report and include the 4600 Hz coaxial, electromagnetic profiles
and interpretation on a coloured total field magnetic background, at a
scale of 1:10,000. On a separate plate is a total field magnetic contour
map, also at a scale of 1:10,000.
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5. AIRCRAFT A$D EQUIPMENT

5.1 Aircraft

The survey aircraft was an Aerospatiale AS316B helicopter (C—
FPWH), piloted by G. Suthern and B. Stone, owned and operated
by Turbowest Helicopters. P. Moisan and J. Cunningham of
Aerodat acted as navigator and equipment operator. Aerodat
performed the installation of the geophysical and ancillary
equipment. The survey aircraft flies at a mean terrain
clearance of 60 metres (200 feet)

5.2 Electromaanetic System

The electromagnetic system is an Aerodat five—frequency
configuration. Two vertical coaxial coil pairs operate at
freauency ranges of 935 Hz and 4600 Hz and three horizontal
coplanar coil pairs at frequency ranges of 865 Hz, 4175 Hz and
33 kHz. Actual frequencies used depend on the particular bird
configuration. Presently, Aerodat
have eight bird systems. This survey utilized the Hornet bird
which has frequencies of 917 Hz and 4507 Hz for the coaxial
pairs and 867 Hz, 4127 Hz and 32330 Hz for the coplanar coil
pairs. Transmitter—receiver separation is seven metres. In—
phase and quadrature signals are measured simultaneously for
the five frequencies with a time constant of 0.1 seconds. The
HEM bird is towed 30 metres (100 feet) below the helicopter.

5,3 Maunetometer

A Scintrex H88 Cesium, optically pumped magnetometer sensor,
measures the earth’s magnetic field. The sensitivity of this
instrument is 0.001 nT at a sampling rate of 0.2 second. The
sensor is towed in a bird 15 metres (50 feet) below the
helicopter, 45 metres (150 feet) above the ground.

5.4 Ancillary Systems

Base Station Maanetometer

A GSM—19 Cesium magnetometer is set up at the base of
operations to record diurnal variations of the earth’s
magnetic field, Synchronization of the clock of the base
station with that of the airborne system is checked each day
to ensure diurnal corrections will be accurate. Recording
resolution is 1 nT with an update rate of four seconds. The
data is saved to disk.
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Radar Altimeter

A King KRA—10 radar altimeter records terrain clearance. The
output from the instrument is a linear function of altitude.
The radar altimeter is pre—calibrated by the manufacturer and
is checked after installation using an internal calibration
procedure.

Tracking Camera

A Sony colour video camera records the flight path on VHS
video tape. The camera operates in continuous mode. The
video tape also shows the flight number, 24-hour clock time
(to .01 second), and manual fiducial number.

Global Positioning System (GPS)

The Global Positioning System is a U.S. Department of Defence
program that provides worldwide, 24 hour, all-weather position
determinations. GPS consists of three segments:

— a constallation of satellites
— ground stations that control satellites
- a receiver

The receiver takes in coded data from satellites in view and
thereafter calculates the range to each satellite. The coded
data must therefore include the instantaneous position of the
satellite relative to some agreed earth—fixed coordinate
system. The satellite constellation consists of 24 satellites
with a proportion of the satellites acting as standby spares.

~lgg R~çprder

An EMS dot matrix recorder displays the data during the
survey.

Digital Recorder

A DGR-33 data system records the digital survey data on
magnetic media. Contents and update rates are as follows:

RECORDING RECORDING
DATA TYPE INTERVAL RESOLUTION

Magnetometer 0.2 s 0.001 nT
HEM (8 channels) 0.1 5

coaxial 0.03 ppm
coplanar — 865 Hz/4l75 Hz 0.06 ppm
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coplanar — 33 kHz 0.125 ppm
Position (2 channels) 0.2 5 0.1 m
Altimeter 0.2 s 0.05 m
Power Line Monitor 0.2 s
Manual Fiducial
Clock Time

6. DATA PROCESSING AND PRESENTATION

6.1 Base Map

The base map is taken from digital NTS topographic maps. A
UTM reference grid and the survey area boundary are added.

6.2 Flight Path Data

Global Positioning System

The GPS receiver takes in coded data from satellites in view
and thereafter include the instantaneous position of the
satellite relative to some agreed earth-fixed coordinate
system.

A further calculation using ranges to a number of satellites
gives the position of the receiver in that coordinate system
(e.g., UTM, lat./long.). The elevation of the reciver is

given with respect to a model ellip—soidal earth.

Normally the receiver must see 3 satellites for a full
positional determination (3-space coordinates and time) . If
the elevation is known in advance, only 3 satellites are
needed. These are termed 3D and 2D solutions.

The position of the receiver is updated every second. The
accuracy of any I second position determination is described
by the Circular Error Probability (CEP) . Ninety-five percent
of all position determinations will fall within a circle of a
certain radius. If the horizontal position accuracy is 25 m
CEP for example, 95% of all trials will fall within a circle
of 25 m radius centered on the mean. The system may be
degraded for civilian use and the autonomous accuracy is then
100 m CEP. This situation is called selective availability
(SA) . Much of this error (due principally to satellite

position/time errors and atmospheric delays) can be removed
using two GPS receivers operating simultaneously. One
receiver acting as the base station, is located at a known
position. The second remote receiver is in the unknown
position. Differential corrections determined for the base
station may then be applied to the remote station.
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Differential positions are accurate to 5 m CEP (for a one
second example) . Averaging will reduce this error further.

The flight path is drawn using linear interpolation between
x,y positions from the navigation system. These positions are
updated every second (or about 1.5 mm on a scale of 1:20,000)
These positions are expressed as UTM eastings (x) and UTM
northings (y)

Occasional dropouts may occur when the optimum number of
satellites are not available for the GPS to make accurate
positional determinations. Interpolation is used to cover
short flight path gaps. The navigator’s flight path and/or
the flight path recovered from the video tape may be stitched
in to cover larger gaps. Such gaps may be recognized by the
distinct straight line character of the flight path.

The manual fiducials are shown as a small circle and labelled
by fiducial number. The 24-hour clock time is shown as a
small square, plotted every 30 seconds. Small tick marks are
plotted every 2 seconds. Larger tick marks are plotted every
10 seconds. The line and flight numbers are given at the
start and end of each survey line.

The flight path is merged with the base map by matching UTM
coordinates from the base maps and the flight path record.
The match is confirmed by checking the position of prominent
topographic features as recorded by manual fiducial marks or
as seen on the flight path video record.

6.3 Electromaqnetip Survey Data

The electromagnetic data are recorded digitally at a sample
rate of 10 per second with a time constant of 0.1 seconds. A
two—stage digital filtering process rejects major sferic
events and reduces system noise.

Local sferic activity can produce sharp, large amplitude
events that cannot be removed by conventional filtering
procedures. Smoothing or stacking will reduce their amplitude
but leave a broader residual response that can be confused
with geological phenomena. To avoid this possibility, a
computer algorithm searchs our and rejects the major sferic
events. The signal to noise ratio is further enhanced by the
application of a low pass digital filter. This filter has
zero phase shift which prevents any lag or peak displacement
from occurring, and it suppresses only variations with a
wavelength less than about 0.25 seconds. This low effective
time constant gives minimal profile distortion.
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Following the filtering process, a base level correction is
made using EM zero levels determined during high altitude
calibration sequences. The correction applied is a linear
function of time that ensures the corrected amplitude of the
various in-phase and quadrature compo-nents is zero when no
conductive or permeable source is present.

6.4 Total Field Magnetics

The aeromagnetic data are corrected for diurnal vari-ations by
adjustment with the recorded base station magnetic values. No
corrections for regional variations are applied. The
corrected profile data are interpolated on a regular grid
using an Akima spline technique. The grid provided the basis
for threading the presented contours. The minimum contour
interval is 2 nT. The grid cell is 50 m.

7. ELECTROMAGNETICANOMALYSELECTION

The main purpose of EM anomaly selection is to identify thin sheet
bedrock conductors, somewhat regardless of conductance. If the source
conductance is not large, such anomalies may not register on the apparent
resistivity maps as a distinctive resistivity low.

The response type expected from a vertical thin sheet conductor is a
positive anomaly in the coaxial EM channels with a coincident low in the
coplanar channels of the same frequency. Characteristic EM responses to
a number of simple conductor types are attached.

These criteria reject EM anomalies due to gradual changes in over-burden
thickness or resistivity, For such anomalies, the coaxial and coplanar
channels (either in-phase or quadrature) for the same operating frequency
move together and no separation is seen.

A second type of EM anomaly is a negative in-phase response due to a
near—surface concentration of magnetite (or pyrrhotite) . For a halfspace
with a uniform weight percent magnetite (W~) and an EM sensor clearance
of 30 metres, the coaxial in—phase response (R) is approximately:

R = _2.5*W~ppm.

A halfspace of 1% by weight magnetite produces a coaxial in-phase
response of -2.5 ppm (and a coplanar in-phase response of -10 ppm) . This
is independent of operating frequency. It is very sensitive to sensor
height.

Because magnetic sources are often wide, sharp negative EM peaks are
rare. Broad negatives are more common and “magnetite” anomaly centres
are a poor representation of the near—surface distribution of magnetite.
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Where broad negative in-phase responses are common, maps of apparent
weight percent magnetite are sometimes more appropriate.

In some cases, a negative in-phase anomaly will be accompanied by a
positive quadrature response which suggests a source which is both
conductive and magnetic (or conductors and magnetic sources which are
very close) . In rare instances, the coaxial in—phase trace shows a small
positive peak superimposed on larger negative responses in both coaxial
and coplanar channels. Such anomalies are often of special exploration
interest.

ANO~LYSELECTION

EM anomalies are manually picked from the offset profiles. The selection
process is as follows:

1. The digital records of the power line monitor for all survey lines
were scanned for the average, maximum and minimum values. No power
line responses occur in the COBB claims area.

2. Pick all negative in—phase responses on the 935/865 Hz offset
profiles. Unlike bedrock conductors, magnetic sources may be wide
and therefore may not generate a clear anomaly pick. Negative in-
phase anomalies are labelled as such regardless of any coincident
quadrature response (which is commonly present but rarely shows a
thin sheet source) . In those rare cases, where the in-phase results
support both sources which are both magnetic and conductive, both
types of EM anomaly - i.e., magnetic and normal - are shown side by
side over the source.

3, Pick all thin sheet type anomalies on the 935/865 Hz offset profiles
(not provided in this report) . Pick all in—phase anomalies which
show the tradi—tional response to a dipping thin sheet conductor.
Horizontal conductors are identified by EM anomalies at their edges.

4. Transfer all anomaly picks from Steps 1, 2 and 3 to the 4600/ 4175
Hz offset profiles. Check that anomaly picks show reasonable fit
with the middle frequency data. Add in—phase anomalies which were
not picked from the low frequency data. EM anomalies which are only
expressed in the 4600/4175 Hz quadrature channels are not picked.

In some areas, the mid frequency responses are extreme and
individual anomalies are difficult to identify. In these cases, the
low frequency picks are used with little modifi-cation.

Weak and uncertain anomalies are probably picked if they show line
to line correlation. They will probably be ignored if there are no
similar responses on neighbouring lines.
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ARALYSIS

The picked anomalies are digitized by location and type (normal,
magnetite or power line) . The 4600 Hz in-phase and quadrature anomaly
amplitudes are recovered for the locations given. Normal anomalies are
modelled as a vertical thin sheet conductor using an automated version
of the attached phasor diagram. Inversion returns estimates of source
conductance and depth of burial. Anomaly centres showing the conductance
range and in-phase response are plotted on selected map products.
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APPENDIX 1

GENERAL INTERPRETIVE CONSIDERATIONS

~~ctrgjnggp~ic

The Aerodat electromagnetic system utilized two different transmitter-receiver Coil
geometries. The traditional coaxial coil configuration is operated at widely separated
frequencies. The horizontal coplanar coil configuration is similarly operated at different
frequencies where at least one pair is approximately aligned with one of the coaxial
frequencies.

The electromagnetic response measured by the helicopter system is a function of the
“electrical” and “geometrical” properties of the conductor. The “electrical” property of a
conductor is determined largely by its electrical conductivity, magnetic susceptibility and
its size and shape; the “geometrical” property of the response is largely a function of the
conductor’s shape and orientation with respect to the measuring transmitter and receiver.

Electrical Considerations

For a given conductive body the measure of its conductivity or conductance is closely
related to the measured phase shift between the received and transmitted
electromagnetic field. A small phase shift indicates a relatively high conductance, a large
phase shift lower conductance, A small phase shift results in a large inphase to
quadrature ratio and a large phase shift a low ratio, This relationship is shown
quantitatively for a non-magnetic vertical half-plane and half space models on the
accompanying phasor diagrams. Other physical models will show the same trend but
different quantitative relationships.

The phasor diagram for the vertical half-plane model, as presented, is for the coaxial coil
configuration with the amplitudes in parts per million (ppm) of the primary field as
measured at the response peak over the conductor. To assist the interpretation of the
survey results the computer is used to identify the apparent conductance and depth at
selected anomalies. The results of this calculation are presented in anomaly listings
included in the survey report and the conductance and inphase amplitude are presented
in symbolized form on the map presentation.

The conductance estimate is most reliable when anomaly amplitudes, are large and
background resistivities are high. Where the anomaly is of low amplitude and background
resistivities are low, the conductance estimates are much less reliable. In such situations,
the conductance estimate is often quite low regardless of the true nature of the conductor.
This is due to the elevated background response levels in the quadrature channel. In an

• extreme case, the conductance estimate should be discounted and should not prejudice
target selection.
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The conductance and depth vales as presented are correct only as far as the model
approximates the real geological situation. The actual geological source may be of limited
length, have significant dip, may be strongly magnetic. Its conductivity and thickness may
vary with depth and/or strike and adjacent bodies and overburden may have modified the
response. In general the conductance estimate is less affected by these limitations than
is the depth estimate, but both should be considered as relative rather than absolute
guides to the anomaly’s properties.

Conductance in mhos is the reciprocal of resistance in ohms and in the case of narrow
slab-like bodies is the product of electrical conductivity and thickness,

The higher ranges of conductance, greater than 2-4 mhos, indicate that a significant
fraction of the electrical conduction is electronic rather than electrolytic in nature.
Materials that conduct electronically are limited to certain metallic sulphides and to
graphite. High conductance anomalies, roughly 10 mhos or greater, are generally limited
to massive sulphides or graphites.

Sulphide minerals, with the exception of such ore minerals as sphalerite, cinnabar and
stibnite, are good conductors. Sulphides may occur in a disseminated manner that
inhibits electrical conduction through the rock mass, In this case the apparent
conductance can seriously underrate the quality of the conductor in geological terms, In
a similar sense the relatively non-conducting sulphide minerals noted above may be
present in significant concentrations in association with minor conductive sulphides, and
the electromagnetic response will only relate to the minor associated mineralization.
Indicated conductance is also of little direct significance for the identification of gold
mineralization. Although gold is highly conductive, it would not be expected to exist in
sufficient quantity to create a recognizable anomaly. Minor accessory sulphide
mineralization may however provide a useful indirect indication.

In summary, the estimated conductance of a conductor can provide a relatively positive
identification of significant sulphide or graphite mineralization. A moderate to low
conductance value does not rule out the possibility of significant economic mineralization.

Geometrical Considerations

Geometrical information about the geologic conductor can often be interpreted from the
profile shape of the anomaly. The change in shape is primarily related tb the change in
inductive coupling among the transmitter, the target, and the receiver. The accompanying
figure shows a selection of HEM response profile shapes from nine idealized targets.
Response profiles are labelled A through I. These labels are used in the discussion
which follows.
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In the case of a thin, steeply dipping, sheet-like conductor, the coaxial coil pair will yield
a near symmetric peak over the conductor. On the other hand, the coplanar coil pair will
pass through a null couple relationship and yield a minimum over the conductor, flanked
by positive side lobes (Profile A). As the dip of the conductor decrease from vertical, the
coaxial anomaly shape changes only slightly, but in the case of the coplanar coil pair the
side lobe on the down dip side strengthens relative to that on the up dip side (Profiles B
and C).

As the thickness of the conductor increases, induced current flow across the thickness
of the conductor becomes relatively significant and complete null coupling with the
coplanar coils is no longer possible (Profile D). As a result, the apparent minimum of the
coplanar response over the conductor diminishes with increasing thickness, and in the
limiting case of a fully 3 dimensional body or a horizontal layer or half-space, the
minimum disappears completely.

A horizontal conducting layer such as a horizontal thin sheet or overburden will produce
a response In the coaxial and coplanar coils that is a function of altitude (and conductivity
if not uniform). The profile shape will be similar in both coil configurations with an
amplitude ratio (coplanaccoaxial) of about 4:1* (Profiles E and G).

In the case of a spherical conductor, the induced currents are confined to the volume of
the sphere, but not relatively restricted to any arbitrary plane as in the case of asheet-like
form. The response of the coplanar coil pair directly over the sphere may be up to 8*
times greater than that of the coaxial pair (Profile F).

In summary, a steeply dipping, sheet-like conductor will display a decrease in the
coplanar response coincident with the peak of the coaxial responsa The relative strength
of this coplanar null Is related inversely to the thickness of the conductor. A pronounced
null indicates a relatively thin conductor. The dip of such a conductor can be inferred
from the relative amplitudes of the side-lobes.

Massive conductors that could be approximated by a conducting sphere will display a
simple single peak profile form on both coaxial and coplanar coils, with a ratio between
the coplanar to coaxial response amplitudes as high as 8*.

Overburden anomalies often produce broad poorly defined anomaly profiles (Profile I).
In most cases, the response of the coplanar coils closely follows that of the coaxial coils
with a relative amplitude ration of 4*•

Occasionally, if the edge of an overburden zone is sharply defined with some significant
depth extent, an edge effect will occur In the coaxial coils. In the case of a horizontal
conductive ring or ribbon, the coaxial response will consist of two peaks, one over eachS edge; whereas the coplanar coil will yield a single peak (Profile H).
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* It should be notedat this point that Aerodat’s definition of the measuredppm unit is

related to the primary field sensedin the receiving coil without normalizationto the
maximum coupled(coaxial configuration). If such normalizationwere applied to the
Aerodat units, the amplitudeof the coplanarcoil pair would be halved.

Magnetics

TheTotal Field MagneticMap showscontoursof the total magneticfield, uncorrectedfor
regionalvariation. Whetheran EM anomalywith a magneticcorrelationis morelikely to
be causedby a sulphidedepositthan onewithout dependson the type of mineralization.
An apparentcoincidencebetweenan EM anda magneticanomalymay be causedby a
conductorwhich is alsomagnetic,or by a conductorwhich lies in closeproximity to a
magnetic body. The majority of conductorswhich are also magneticare sulphides
containing pyrrhotite and/or magnetite. Conductive and magnetic bodies in close
associationcan be, and often are, graphite and magnetite. It is often very difficult to
distinguishbetweenthesecases.If theconductoris alsomagnetic,it will usuallyproduce
an EM anomalywhosegeneralpatternresemblesthat of the magnetics.Dependingon
the magneticpermeability of the conductingbody, the amplitude of the inphaseEM
anomalywill be weakened,and if theconductivity is alsoweak,the inphaseEM anomaly
may even be reversedin sign.

The interpretationof contouredaeromagneticdata is a subjecton its own involving an
arrayof methodsandattitudes.The interpretationof sourcecharacteristicsfor example
from total field resultsis oftenbasedon somenumericalmodellingscheme.The vertical
gradientdata is more legible in someaspectshowever and useful inferencesabout
sourcecharacteristicscan often be read off the contouredVG map.

Thezero contourlines in contouredVG dataare often sitedasa good approximationto
theoutline of thetop of the magneticsource. Thisonly appliesto wide (relative to depth
of burial) near vertical sourcesat high magnetic latitudes, It will give an incorrect
interpretationin most othercases.

Theoreticalprofiles of total field and vertical gradientanomaliesfrom tabularsourcesat
a variety of magneticinclinationsareshown in the attachedfigure. Sourcesare 10, 50
and 200 m wide. The source-sensorseparationis 50 m. Thethin line is the total field
profile. The thick line is the vertical gradientprofile.

Thefollowing commentsaboutsourcegeometryapplyto contouredverticalgradientdata
for magneticinclinationsof 70 to 80°.
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Outline

Where the VG anomalyhasa single sharppeak,the sourcemay be a thin near-
vertical tabularsource. It may be representedasa magneticaxis or asa tabular
sourceof measurablewidth - the choiceis one of geologicalpreference.

WheretheVG anomalyhasa broad,flat or inclined top, the sourcemay be a thick
tabularsource. It may be representedasa thick body wherethe width is taken
from the zero contour lines if the body dips to magneticnorth. If the source
appearsto be dipping to the south (i.e. the VG anomalyis asymmetric),the zero
contoursare less reliable indicatorsof outline. The southernmost zero contour
line shouldbe ignoredand the outline takenfrom the northern zero contourline
and the extentof the anomalypeakwidth.

Dip

A symmetrical vertical gradient responseis produced by a body dipping to
magneticnorth. An asymmetricalresponseis producedby a bodywhich is vertical
or dipping to the south. For southerndips, the southernmostzerocontourline
may be severalhundredmeterssouthof the source.

Depth of Burial

The source-sensorseparationis about equal to half of the distancebetweenthe
zero contourlines for thin near-verticalsources.The estimateddepthof burial for
suchsourcesis this separationminus 50 m. If a varietyof VG anomalywidths are
seenin an area,usethe narrowestwidth seento estimatelocal depths.

VLF Electromagnetics

The VLF-EM methodemploysthe radiationfrom powerful military radio transmittersas
the primary signals. The magnetic field associatedwith the primary field is locally
horizontaland normalto a line pointing at the transmitter.

TheHerz Totem usesthreecoils in the X, ‘1, Z configurationto measurethe total field
andverticalquadraturecomponentfrom two VLF stations.Thesestationsaredesignated
Line and Ortho. The line station is ideally in a direction from the surveyareaat right
anglesto the flight line direction. Conductorsnormal to the flight line direction point at
the line stationandarethereforeoptimally coupledto VLF magneticfields and in the best
situation to gathersecondaryVLF currents. Theortho station is ideally 90 degreesin
azimuthfrom the line station.
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The relatively high frequencyof VLF (15-25) kHz provides high responsefactors for
bodiesof low conductance.Relatively“disconnected”sulphideoreshavebeenfound to
producemeasurableVLF signals. For the samereason,poor conductorssuch as
shearedcontacts,brecciazones,narrow faults, alteration zonesand porousflow tops
normally produceVLF anomalies. The methodcan thereforebe usedeffectively for
geologicalmapping. The only relative disadvantageof the methodlies in its sensitivity
to conductiveoverburden. In conductiveground to depth of exploration is severely
limited.

Theeffect of strikedirection is importantin thesenseof the relationof the conductoraxis
relativetotheenergizingelectromagneticfield. A conductoralignedalonga radiusdrawn
from a transmittingstationwill be in a maximumcoupledorientationandtherebyproduce
a strongerresponsethan a similar conductorat a different strike angle. Theoretically, it
would be possiblefor a conductor,orientedtangentiallyto the transmitterto produceno
signal. The most obvious effect of the strike angle considerationis that conductors
favourablyorientedwith respectto the transmitterlocation and alsonearperpendicular
to the flight direction are most clearly rendered and usually dominate the map
presentation.

Thetotal field anomalyis an indicatorof the existenceand position of a conductor. The
responsewill bea maximumovertheconductor,without anyspecialfiltering, andstrongly
favour the upperedgeof the conductoreven in the caseof a relatively shallowdip.

Converselya negativetotal field anomalyis often seenover local resistivityhighs. This
is becausetheVLF field produceselectricalcurrentswhich flow towards(or away from)
the transmitter. These currents are gatheredinto a conductor and are taken from
resistivebodies. The VLF systemseesthe currentsgatheredinto the conductoras a
total field high. It seesthe relativeabsenceof secondarycurrentsin the resistoras a
total field low.

As noted,VLF anomalytrendsshowastrongbiastowardstheVLF transmitter. Structure
which is normal to this direction may haveno associatedVLF anomalybutmay be seen
asa break or interruption in VLF anomalies. If thesestructuresare of particularinterest,
mapsof the ortho station data may be worthwhile.

Conductiveoverburdenwill obscureVLF responsesfrom bedrock sourcesand may
producelow amplitude, broadanomalieswhich reflect variations in the resistivity of
thicknessof the overburden.

Extremetopographicrelief will produceVLF anomalieswhich may bearno relationship
to variationsin electrical conductivity. Deepgullies which are too narrowto havebeen
surveyedat a uniform sensorheight often showup asVLF total field lows. Sharpridges
showup as total field highs.
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Thevertical quadraturecomponentover steeplydipping sheet-likeconductorwill be a
cross-overtype responsewith the cross-overcloselyassociatedwith the upperedgeof
the conductor.

The responseis a cross-overtype due to the fact that it is the vertical ratherthan total
field quadraturecomponentthat is measured. The responseshapeis due largely to
geometrical rather than conductivity considerationsand the distancebetween the
maximumand minimum on either sideof the cross-overis relatedto targetdepth. For
a given targetgeometry,the largerthis distancethe greaterthe depth.

The vertical quadraturecomponentis rarely presented.Experiencehasshownthe total
field to be more sensitive to bedrock conductorsand less affected by variations in
conductiveoverburden.

ApparentResistivity/ConductivityMaps

Overburdenand different typesof bedrockmay be modelledasa largeareahorizontal
conductorof fixed thickness.A phasordiagrammaybeconstructed,in the samefashion
asfor theverticalsheet,to convertthemeasuredHEM in-phaseandquadratureresponse
to a depth and conductivity value for a horizontal layer. Traditionally if the thicknessis
large,an infinite half-space,the associatedconductivityvalue is referredto as“apparent
conductivity”. We havegeneralizedtheuse of the word “apparent”to includeany model
wherethe thicknessof the layeris a fixed asopposedto a variableparameter.Theunits
of apparentresisitivity are ohm-m and thoseof apparentconductivity are the inverse
mhos/mor siemen/m. If the chosenmodel layerthicknessis close to the true thickness
of the conductorthen the apparentconductivity will closelyconform to the true value;
however, if the thickness is inappropriatethe apparentvalue may be considerably
different from the true value.

The benefit of the apparentconductivity mapping is that it provides a simple robust
methodof convertingthe HEM in-phaseand quadratureresponseto apparentchangein
groundconductivity.

A phasordiagramfor severalapparentresistivitymodelsis presented.Thegeneralforms
for thevariousthicknessesis very similarand alsocloselyresemblesthediagramfor the
vertical sheet. The diagramsalso show the curves for apparentdepth, As with the
conductivityvaluethe depthvalueis meaningfulif themodelthicknesscloselyresembles
the true conductivelayer thickness. If theHEM responsefrom a thin conductinglayer is
appliedto a thick layer model the apparentconductivity and depth will be lessthan the
true conductivity anddepth.



APPENDIX II

PERSONNEL

FIELD

Flown July 22 - August23, 1995

Pilot(s) B. Stone,G. Suthern

Operator(s) P. Moisan, J. Cunningham

OFFICE

Processing Andrei Lambert
Ed Hamilton
GeorgeMcDonald

Anomaly Selections Ian Johnson

Report SandraTakata
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APPENDIX III

IN THE MATTER OF THE B . C. MINERAL ACT MiD THE MATTER OF A
GEOPHYSICAL PROGRAM CARRIED OUT ON THE PEttY MTN. PROPERTIES
LOCATED 200 EMS NNW OF WATSON LAKE, YUKON IN THE WATSON LAKE
MINING DIVISION OF THE YUKON TERRITORY, MORE PARTICULARLY,
N.T.S. 105GB

STATE~NT

I, Robert W. Holroyd, of 2752 Dollarton Highway, in the City of North
Vancouver, in the Province of British Columbia, make oath and say:

1. THAT I am employed as a geophysicist by Cominco Ltd. and, as such
have a personal knowledge of the facts to which I herein after
depose;

2. THAT annexed hereto and marked as “Exhibit A” to this state ment is
a true copy of geophysical expenditures incurred on the COBB
Claims;

3. THAT the said expenditures were incurred during the period July 22
to August 23, 1995, for the purpose of mineral exploration on the
COBB claims.

/A<~&4 J
R.W. Holroy~ 7 k
Senior GeoprIçsicist
Western Canada,
cominco Ltd.

Dated this 22. day of F’E&)ctfltj , 1996
at Vancouver, B.C. I

STATEMENTOF EXPENDI TUBES

AIRBORNE EM/MAG SURVEY - COBB CLAIMS - JULY 22 to AUG 23, 1995

75 line kms within COBB claims @ $81 per line—km = $6156.00

(cost includes contract costs to Aerodat plus Cominco in-house
geophysical consultation and map generation)

TOTAL EXPENSES $6156.00
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APPENDIX IV

CERTIFICATION OF QUALIFICATIONS

I, ROBERT cc. HOLROYD, of 2752 Dollarton Highway, in the City of North
Vancouver, in the Province of British Columbia, do hereby certify:

i. THAT I graduated with a Bachelor of Science in Honours Applied Earth
Science - Cooperative Programme, from the University of Waterloo in
1977.

ii. THAT I am a member in good standing of the Association of
Professional Engineers and Geoscientists of the Province
of British Columbia.

iii. THAT I have been actively practising my profession from 1973
to 1995, and have been an employee of Cominco Ltd. from
1977 to 1995.

~ /
k~bert~W, Hol~dk
B.Sc./P.Geo.’-~

February 1996
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